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Question 1

 

The session that was most valuable to my situation was:  (Session #, Session name, Presenter name)
Session 7, Putting the "R" in Advising, Clemson University
C-3 (switched from C-6)Middle Management to Middle Earth, Nora Allen Scobie
Attitudinal, Cognitive and behavior al Factors-Sue Spaulding Helping Students Peak, Barb
Boyette & Dennis Scott
Master Advising Certificate, Kevin Thomas
Resilience: At the Heart of Student Success
Finding Your Way Through Rentention's Wild Ride Kevin Thomas Jessica Staten
Marshall University I don't remember the title but it was about retention of jrs and srs.
Military presentation on Wednesday morning.
#1 Stressors, College Students and Advisors Lee Kem
all of them were great
AdvisorTrac because we have just purchased this software for implementation this fall.
Soaring over the Mountains of Advising, WVU Undergrad Advising Office Staff Are you Smarter
Than a 5th Grader, Abby Anderson and friends Instituting a Campus Collaborative Student
Success Program, Bar
I attended three sessions and they were all valuable. Really can't single out one.
Session #2--Who are today's college students: Kevin Thomas
Students' Psychological Well being: A neglected Component of Academic Advising Scott and
Chris Huebner
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Session #1: Stressors, College Students, and Advisors by Lee Kem
Retention's Wild Ride Kevin Thomas and Jessica Staten
Keynote speaker...would love to see more things from her. Advising High Achieving Students in
traditional majors, session 4, katherine hume and christine blank
Concurrent #2, The Big Switch: Transitioning from Faculty Advising to a Professional Advising
Model, Mark Miller
I really can't pick just one. I know that we can't implement everything that was presented but I
hope that we can use some things that will help make our life easier and help our student
succeed.
Session #1, Stressors, College Students, and Advisors, Lee Kem
Retention's Wild Ride, Jessica Staten
I did not attend the beast in Region 3 Presentation, but I did attend the Seession #7, Putting the R
in Advising. It was presented by De Iulio, Edge, and Wooten.
Linda Thurmond's talk on Advising and Profession. It also covered what are important traits of an
advisor.
#6 Students' Psychological Well-Being: A Neglected Component of Evaluation of Academic
Advising Dr. Scott Huebner Chris Huebner
Session #3, Who are today's college students? Answers to help you advise. Kevin Thomas,
Western Kentucky University
I enjoyed the several" NKU: Wish List (I think was the name) Davidson CC: Advisement Centers
The lady whose presentation was based on Lord of the Rings--very cute.
AdvisorTrac presentation from U of Louisville
#6 Students' Psychological Well-Being, the Huebners (also valued the resilience presentation)
Student to Mom - Poster Presentation - Jamie Robida
Master Advisor Certificate, Wednesday morning #6, Kevin Thomas (WKU)
Today's College Students: Who Are They
Conquering the Administrative Mountain with AdvisorTrac by Jason Browning. Offered on
Tuesday, May 19 from 9:45-10:45a.m.
Concurrent Session #1 Are you Smarter than a 5th Grader?
#7 Advisement and Transfer Center: Academic Climbing Gear for Students with Preparatroy
Needs
Session #5, "Mining a Mountain of Information: A Comprehensive Training Program for Old &
New Advisors." Anita Mayer & Buffy Vehse, WVU.
Julie Yindra, Greensboro College, Disability Resources on campus. Excellent speaker, different
info from usuals (retention, millenials, technology.
Session number 7 on Advisement and Transfer Center......Davidson County Community
College.....
Concurrent Session 1, What Hath Technology Wrought? Making Mountaintops and Personal
Advising Irrelevant, Alvin Madden-Grider
Session #6, Psychological Well-Being of Students, Huebner (Scott and Chris).
The Preworkshop that had to do with blogs was the most useful for me. I learned to set up a blog
and the presenter was quite knowledgable.
Moving Mountains w/the Mind: Changing the Culture of Academic Advising Nora Allen Scobie
Writing for the NACADA Journal; Ruth Darling
Putting the R in Advising

Question 2

Overall, I thought the conference was: Using the following scale, please indicate your evaluation of the
following conference related issues:

2.1 Advance e-mails, publicity, etc.

Poor 0 (0%)

Fair 2 (3.03%)

Good
18

(27.27%)

Excellent
41

(62.12%)
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NA 5 (7.58%)

N/R 0 (0%)

2.2 Registration Process

Poor 0 (0%)

Fair 0 (0%)

Good 8 (12.12%)

Excellent
54

(81.82%)

NA 4 (6.06%)

N/R 0 (0%)

2.3 Conference location

Poor 1 (1.52%)

Fair 6 (9.09%)

Good 20 (30.3%)

Excellent
35

(53.03%)

NA 4 (6.06%)

N/R 0 (0%)

2.4 Dates of Conference

Poor 1 (1.52%)

Fair 2 (3.03%)

Good
19

(28.79%)

Excellent
40

(60.61%)

NA 4 (6.06%)

N/R 0 (0%)

2.5 Facilities

Poor 1 (1.52%)

Fair 4 (6.06%)

Good
22

(33.33%)

Excellent
35

(53.03%)

NA 4 (6.06%)

N/R 0 (0%)

2.6 Meals

Poor 3 (4.55%)

Fair 6 (9.09%)
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Good
17

(25.76%)

Excellent
35

(53.03%)

NA 5 (7.58%)

N/R 0 (0%)

2.7 Region 3 Service Project

Poor 0 (0%)

Fair 1 (1.52%)

Good 13 (19.7%)

Excellent
31

(46.97%)

NA 20 (30.3%)

N/R 1 (1.52%)

2.8 Preconference Workshops

Poor 0 (0%)

Fair 0 (0%)

Good 7 (10.61%)

Excellent 9 (13.64%)

NA
48

(72.73%)

N/R 2 (3.03%)

2.9 Keynote Speaker

Poor 1 (1.52%)

Fair 4 (6.06%)

Good
16

(24.24%)

Excellent
37

(56.06%)

NA 7 (10.61%)

N/R 1 (1.52%)

2.10 On-site registration process

Poor 0 (0%)

Fair 0 (0%)

Good 9 (13.64%)

Excellent
42

(63.64%)

NA 13 (19.7%)

N/R 2 (3.03%)

2.11 Conference Materials
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Poor 0 (0%)

Fair 2 (3.03%)

Good
19

(28.79%)

Excellent
41

(62.12%)

NA 4 (6.06%)

N/R 0 (0%)

2.12 Variety of Topics Presented

Poor 0 (0%)

Fair 6 (9.09%)

Good
30

(45.45%)

Excellent
27

(40.91%)

NA 3 (4.55%)

N/R 0 (0%)

2.13 State Meetings

Poor 2 (3.03%)

Fair 5 (7.58%)

Good 13 (19.7%)

Excellent
24

(36.36%)

NA
21

(31.82%)

N/R 1 (1.52%)

2.14 Hospitality

Poor 0 (0%)

Fair 1 (1.52%)

Good
12

(18.18%)

Excellent
47

(71.21%)

NA 6 (9.09%)

N/R 0 (0%)

2.15 Networking Opportunities

Poor 0 (0%)

Fair 3 (4.55%)

Good
19

(28.79%)
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Excellent
39

(59.09%)

NA 5 (7.58%)

N/R 0 (0%)

2.16 Length of Conference

Poor 0 (0%)

Fair 2 (3.03%)

Good
23

(34.85%)

Excellent
36

(54.55%)

NA 4 (6.06%)

N/R 1 (1.52%)

2.17 Overall, I thought the conference was:

Poor 0 (0%)

Fair 1 (1.52%)

Good
24

(36.36%)

Excellent
37

(56.06%)

NA 4 (6.06%)

N/R 0 (0%)

Question 3

How many REGIONAL conferences have you attended before this conference?

None
31

(46.97%)

1-2
23

(34.85%)

3-4 2 (3.03%)

5 or more
10

(15.15%)

N/R 0 (0%)

Question 4

How did you learn of this conference? (Mark all that apply)

Talking with a colleague
21

(31.82%)

E-mail announcement from NACADA
39

(59.09%)
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Other:
16

(24.24%)

N/R 1 (1.52%)

Other Text:
Supervisor recommendation
at region mtg at Nat'l NACADA
NACADA website surfing
at NACADA Nationals
No Response
annual event for me
No Response
checked website
NACADA website
NACADA website
No Response
announcement from my university's advising center
NACADA web site
Information provided from 2008 NACADA Region 3 Conference
I go every year
No Response

Question 5

To what extent did the conference meet your expectations?

All
21

(31.82%)

Most
37

(56.06%)

Some 8 (12.12%)

Not at all 0 (0%)

N/R 0 (0%)

Question 6

Which of the following best describes your primary role at your institution?

Faculty Advisor 2 (3.03%)

Academic Advisor/Counselor
37

(56.06%)

Advising Administrator
18

(27.27%)

Administrator with responsibilities over

several areas, one of which is advising
9 (13.64%)

Graduate student 0 (0%)

Institutional position supports advising i.e.

Registrar, admissions, financial aid, etc.
0 (0%)
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Affiliated with a college or university but not

in any of the roles previously mentioned
0 (0%)

Not affiliated with an institution of higher

education
0 (0%)

N/R 0 (0%)

Question 7

How many years have you been in advising? (as an advisor, administrator, or faculty member)

less than 5 years 33 (50%)

5-10 years
10

(15.15%)

11-20 years
19

(28.79%)

more than 20 years 4 (6.06%)

N/R 0 (0%)

Question 8

In what ways was this conference valuable to you?
Networking with other universities
networking, excellent variety of sessions with some new topics (military advising), catch up with
friends from other states
Opportunity to get some new ideas to bring back to our campus.
Networking, innovative ideas being implemented on other campuses, seeing that we are all
struggling with similar issues
opportunity to get new ideas and recharge
Obtained lots of information to help with advising. Also gained information to support that we were
on track with our advising.
Networking with colleagues
Getting a chance to meet peers and network helps us to feel so validated in what we do. Getting
new ideas is important as well.
I enjoyed interacting with other advising professionals and hearing about how other schools do
things.
it is a chance to see how other schools deal with issues and it helps tom know that we are not
alone.
It sparked some ideas for me to take back to my institution.
Good to learn what other colleagues are doing.
the
Networking!!!
Gave me ideas on how to implement new techniques and use valuable resources. Helped to give
me leverage in my role as an advisor as there are issues with me advising students at times (I am
the only Non-Faculty advisor on campus)
Opportunity to hear how other schools handle advising.
I always appreciate networking with others and the enhanced sense of professionalism that
accompanies conference attendance.
served as my introduction to the profession of advising - provided big picture perspective on
alternative advising models and lots of good resources
This conference had some excellent presentations. I only attended one that did not give me
some ideas to take back.
talking with colleagues, exchanging ideas/issues.
Networking. Talking to advisors from other schools
networking; seeing what other institutions are doing in specific situations
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the opportunity to meet others and gian their insight from advising and retention standpoints.
networking, hearing others share about topics of importance, learning about new ways to serve
our students
I was able to present on a topic that interests me a great deal
Good tips for assisting our probationary students to help them succeed. Hopefully to implement
some things for our incoming freshman and transfer students to learn policies/procedures.
It was a good way to network with fellow NACADA members.
Learned other retention ideas, and assessment tools.
Seeing old colleagues, vsiting West Virginia,and attending the sessions.
Being able to network and present what is happening on my campus. Talking with other advisors
about what is happening in the field-- generating ideas of what to do on my campus
Encouraging. Inspiring. Informative. Great networking time.
Meeting advisors from other institutions and learning about their programs.
I learned how other colleges handle registration/advising and I have more ideas on
orientation,etc.
Great informal communications with colleagues
Prompts the opportunity to be reflective about our institution's programs and services, benchmark
with other insitutions and look at ways to improve
Great learning opporunity and was able to meet/interact with lots of people.
Closer to home, smaller in size than National - easier to see same people throughout the event.
It helped me to see that we do things pretty well at our institution!
Connecting with other people from across the region and seeing what other schools are doing.
Information provided in sessions was very positive and ideas were useful. The networking that
occurred at the conference were also very positive as well.
I found the conference valuable in seeing ideas of other advisor deal with specific situations.
I got to see what other schools are doing.
The seesions I attended were all very informative. I also enjoyed networking and meeting other
advisors and NACADA board and executive members.
The resources, contacts and information was very useful. All the sessions I attended gave me
food for thought, some of which I'm already using and I've only been "home" for half a day.
Networking, hearing what's new, current issues, break from office.
It confirmed the things we are experiencing and doing in advising are mostly true on other
campuses.
As with the other conferences, it was good to get exposure to differing viewpoints on areas
critical to advising, especially being from a military-oriented institution.
Meet with colleagues, share ideas, network
First region meeting. Great to learn about what other institutions are doing about same advising
issues.
New ideas, meet others in field, team building of my own staff, fun
Networking and seeing fresh ideas
As with any conference, you get to pick and choose from other institutions best practices. This is
always the most beneficial thing for me. Some things you can use at your institution and some you
can't.
Got to meet some new folks this time around
Helpful info, inspiring keynote address
Networking opportunities.

Question 9

My recommendations for future conferences include: (topics/speakers/external activities/type/length of
sessions, etc.)

continued attention to military advising, current format works well, poster session time and place
still problematic, people just don;t atend in good numbers
I think length of sessions was good. Food was great. Would have been nice if more people could
have attended and thus more presentations to chose from.
More information regarding retention. What works, what doesn't.
Legal aspects of Counseling/ Advising
Presentations that focus on practical examples from other institutions. I think the presentations
should be 45 minutes long. Back to back sessions are quite exhausting. Some social breaks in
between might be better.
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Give each presenter a moderator - have moderator introduce the presenter and close each
session.
Try not to schedule folks from the same institution in the same time slots.
Would have preferred something organized Tuesday night - i.e. bingo etc. on Tues vs. Mon night.
Would have liked an email just about the service project - I totally missed that or would have
contributed. Loved the walking activity
I'm overwhelmed and very pleased with our Regional conference. I have no recommendations
except to have sessions where faculty and non faculty advisors have a chance to share and
compare...
none
I thought there was good variety.
None.
the keynote speaker was OUTSTANDING. probably the best I have ever heard at any
conference. she needs to speak at national conference!
This was a very well planned conference. Good mix of topics and people.
A larger variety of sessions within each time block. Posibbly screening these sessions to ensure
that all presenters are prepared and presenting on a topic relevant to the majority of region 3
attendees.
how to serve students with less resources, the different hats advisors wear and how to keep it
together and still serve students, the importance of not judging a book by its cover
Our be nice to have cereal for breakfast to with bagels and muffins. Enjoyed the fruit, very fresh. It
would have been nice to have coffee, water, sodas througout the day.
More diversity in topics.
Everything was very good, except for the dates of the conference. I felt it was too close to the
end of the spring semester. One week later, would have probably been better.
I believe the length should be extended by a day. A chance to see more sessions, and participate
in more activiites.
More on Technology and Advising-- more workshop type sessions
More practical topics.
Recommend a NACADA 101 class/how NACADA can help you? More free pre-workshops/
recommend a advising student-athletes workshop. 20 minutes between sessions/ suggest having
lunch on the last day end by 12 p.m. Regional Awards!
I enjoyed the small groups which allowed more opportunity to get to know participants. I'd like to
have opportunity to purchase materials/books, etc. while at the conferences.
Program gets better every year.
I'm very interested in the psychological issues underlying student success--anything research
based and best practice models
Location a little more central
also - I felt many of the presentations were similar - I know you can only choose from what is
proposed - more diversity in topics :-)
A session on Males in college would be GREAT!!!
More retention sessions. More sessions for administrators.
Don't have the conference at this hotel again.
The time in the sessions and the time between sessions was often too short and prevented
conversations/discussions to be extended, but with the lunches, breaks and evenings the time to
talk could be made up.
Give posters some credit. I spent over $80 on professionally printing mine & countless hrs
interviewing sources and doing research. Why no "best of region" poster? "Happy Advisor"
session was useless (TN Tech Univ). Pure fluff.
More sessions for community colleges.
I particularly enjoyed the sessions oriented towards administration. Also, since many of the
sessions involve anecdotal and institution-specific presentations, it would be nice to see how this
could be applied to any college.
Please sort out technology issues prior to conference. There was a lag time prior to each session
in order set up and test technology.
I would like to see more transfer related sessions.
n/a
Handouts were powerpoint presentation. Websites were good info. Any additional info would be
great.
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Question 10

Additional comments:
really enjoyed the bingo for books and networking on the "deck" after, great opening to the
conference.
Nicely done!
Hotel facility and staff were great, although the conference rooms were quite cold. NACADA
volunteers were welcoming, helpful and efficient.
Excellent conference.
I am so proud of West Virginia's nice job as a host! It was especially nice to get a chance to work
closely with Marshall, our big "Rival".
I had a really great time!
Great Conference! Excellent location! I loved visiting West Virginia!
Wonder if an evening work out/dance class might be fun/well attended. Awesome job with the
organization and delivery of this conference!
Wonderful conference!
Wonderful conference! I'm trying to talk my husband into becoming a member of NACADA, so
that he can attend with me next year!
none
I know how much work goes into planning and delivering a conference. My hat is off to the
committee for their fine work. There was also a very gracious feel to the conference that made it
most enjoyable. Thank you all!
None.
west va folks did a great job. they were very friendly and hospitable. however, charleson, wv is a
horrible conference city. is there ANYWHERE else in wv we could go next time?
I would like hotels that offer free internet access rather than this being an additional cost.
lunch was provided on tuesday and was a buffet lunch. There was not enough seating and when
the food ran out, people were left without being able to eat.
Everyone was super helpful and the hotel was amazing. I would have liked wireless to be
provided and the food left much to be desired but other than that it was a fabulous conference.
Good job and look forward to network with the people that I met and help our students be more
successful and make me a better advisor.
For the buffet lunch on Tuesday May 19 the hotel ran out of food and some colleagues were not
able to eat. This should not have happened.
My hat is off to all those who put this conference together. A wonderful job.
overall it was a good time.
Michelle did a super job at orchestrating the entire 2009 Region 3 Conference! I see her as a
future Region 3 Chair! Special "thank-you" to her and her staff.
Good job. I enjoyed very much.
I appreciated this professional development opportunity!
Great hotel and the meals were great as well. Charleston was a great place. Maybe stress the
service opportunity a little more.
Great job!
The meeting room facilities were extremely cold!
This was my first time attending a NACADA event. I am very excited about presenting in San
Antonio.
The only real complaint I have has to do with the hotel. They treated me very poorly concerning
the temperature in my room. It took 4 requests over 2 days to get them to turn the air on.
I would like to congratulate the committee on a very good meeting. Once again I have found that
the folks of NACADA are great supporters of one another, willing to share resources, time and
effort to help other members.
Concurrent session rooms were COLD. It made me very uncomfortable from the time I arrived to
the time I left. TOO MUCH AIR. Breakfast was awful-cheap & no variety. Other meals great. Be
more selective on choosing concurrent sess.
Well planned and executed! Thanks to the committee!
Thanks, Michelle. You are great!!
I was a little disappointed in the Marriott charging for wireless connections in the room. I think the
conference should be at a hotel that will not charge each guest $10 a night for a wireless
connection. The conference was GREAT
n/a
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- End of Survey -
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